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Abstract

We show that a high precision measurement of the full hadronic, of the leptonic Zo

widths and of their ratio in the forthcoming run at LEP 1 might already allow, under realistic

experimental conditions, to either discover clear evidence for New Physics of well identifiable

origin or , at least, to set stringent bounds on the top mass valid in an extended, not Minimal,

Standard Model independently of the value of the p parameter.
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The first few months of running at LEP 1 have already drastically reduced the

possibility of a direct discovery of New Physics beyond the Minimal Standard Model (MSM)

on top of the Z resonance. In several of the investigated cases, the excluded range is, in fact,

practically covering the full kinematically allowed areaW, so that the number of objects to be

searched for in the next, forthcoming, higher luminosity phase remains rather limited. If no

evidence for a "canonical" Higgs in the range 24 GeV £ M H ^ 40 GeV (that is still accessible

with ~ 106 produced Z^2)), or for "Zen" events (for a mass of the lightest neutralino up to 30-

40 GeV^3)), is found, most direct searches of New Physics on Zo resonance will have to wait

for a next phase, i.e. one with either higher luminosity at LEP lW or with higher energy at

LEP2(5).

The situation might be rather different, though, for indirect searches of New Physics. In

fact, one of the relevant features of a machine like LEP (and SLC) is just that of being able to

perform high precision measurements, to an overall (theoretical and experimental) accuracy that

is suitable to reveal "small" deviations from the (one-loop) MSM predictions, of the order of,

say, a (relative) few percents. The full investigation of such a possibility has been actually

carried through in several excellent existing books, and we shall retain here the main

conclusions of those searches®-

The purpose of this short paper is to show that there exist, at least, two observables

that, at the realistic conditions of the next phase at LEP 1 with ~ 106 produced Zo, might

already allow to identify clear signals of deviations from the MSM predictions. If this were the

case, the theoretical properties of one of these observables might also lead to an unambiguous

identification of the responsible mechanism. Finally, even if no apparent deviation from the

MSM were observed in the latter observable, one might still be led to a strict upper bound on

the top mass, valid in a more general "not minimal" SM, that the future direct searches at p-p

colliders should not elude. We begin our analysis by defining these two remarkable observables

as:

Rz - ^ (D

T * R2 - § y (2)

where



and the numerical factors are chosen so as to normalize R' and y to ~ one(7).

The main properties of the two observables Rz, T can be summarized as follows :

i) In the MSM, the numerical value of Rz is practically independent of the top mass.

This arises from an accidental cancellation amongst the top mass dependent term called^)

Ap(O) that originates from oblique one-loop corrections to the gauge boson propagators, and

the top mass dependent term called*9) Auv that originates from direct one-loop corrections to the

ZbH vertex*10). For Mz = 91.15 GeV, ocs = 0.12, the numerical prediction of the MSM is :

Rz(MSM) = 20.81 ±0.14 (4)

5CU
where we have included a theoretical uncertainty coming from-—a ~ ± 0.006 and from the

Ji

possible variation of the top mass up to 250 GeV and of the Higgs mass up to 1 TeV, the latter

effects being very small. More pessimistic estimates of the QCD error can easily be

accornodated, leading to an increased theoretical uncertainty. We believe, though, that a rather

conservative estimate would lead in any case to an error smaller than ~ ± 0.02, and to the

rigourous bounds :

20.60 <S R^SM < 21.00 (5)

ii) In the MSM, for Mz = 91.15 GeV, a s = 0.12, the theoretical prediction for the

second observable T is the following :

T = [0.521 ± 0.007] [l +1 A1 ] (6)
J bv

where the Zb5 vertex correction A is given to a good approximation by (10) :
bv
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and, again, the main and conservative theoretical uncertainty originates from Ot8.

One remarkable property of the variable T is that it is free of the oblique Ap(O)

contribution^7). Note that the effect of the top mass is negative for any value of mt larger than

the limit of ~ 80 GeV fixed by the existing pp collider data(12). Thus, in the MSM, one has the

safe and conservative bound :

TMSM <, 0.530 (8)

When one considers models beyond the MSM, different contributions to Rz and T can

arise. In particular, we shall consider here possible effects due to Supersymmetry, sticking to

the so-called "minimal" model = MSSM(13), or effects due to the existence of a new Z1 of either

extended gauge group(14> 1^), or of composite Z(1^)5 origin. The deviations from the MSM

predictions expected in these models have already been investigated for most of the observables

at LEP l ( 1 7 \ with the exception of the MSSM effect in the ZbB vertex.We have performed an

evaluation of the latter contribution, arising from the diagrams shown in Fig.(l). Throughout

this paper we shall use the main qualitative results of this analysis, whose quantitative details

will be given in a longer and separate paper^B). Combining these results with those of previous

analyses^17), we are in a position to evaluate the specific contributions of the various models to

the two observables Rz and T and we summarize them as follows :

i) In the variable Rz, there are contributions of the MSSM one-loop radiative corrections

both to Ap(O) and A , which go in opposite directions. Indeed in the case of Ap(O), different

estimates^19) indicate that supersymmetry adds to the top quark contribution of the MSM. Thus

oblique corrections of the MSSM, will increase the values fo Rz. Also, in the case of A , the
bv

contributions of the MSSM add to that of the MSM top quark, which already contributes

negatively. Thus the MSSM corrections to the ZbB vertex will tend to decrease Rz, coming into

balance with the variation due to Ap(O). Analogous confusion would result from the effect of a

new Z1, that might affect Rz in both direction for a large variety of models(2°). In conclusion,

the observation of a deviation of Rz from the bounds of eq.(S) would certainly signal the

presence of New Physics, but it would be hard to identify its possible theoretical origin.

ii) In the variable T, eq.(2), contributions from the MSSM can only affect A , since

bv

the Ap(O) content has been exactly cancelled in the chosen combination, according to the

general prescription discussed in a previous paper(21X We show in table 1 the results of the



analysis performed in ref.(18) for a "typical" set of allowed values of the parameters of the

model, i.e. :

m t=150GeV;

niH+ = m~ = 100GeV ; mx+ = 45GeV;
0.5 <, tanp s V2/V1 £ 10 (9)

(and Mz = 91.15 GeV). Here X+ is the lighter chargino and V2,i are the vevs that give masses

to up and down quarks ; the dependence on m~, mn+ is rather smooth : variations of mt can be

roughly taken into account via a simple rescaling of the contribution by a factor (mt/150 GeV)2.

The numbers quoted in table 1 correspond to maximal effects in A when the parameters

(M,|a.) of the model, that determine e.g. the gauginos masses, take values in the region that is

not excluded by negative searches of the MSSM at LEP 1 and at other colliders^22). From

inspection of this table, one sees that the maximal contributions to A are negative and, for
DV

tan(3 S 1, small (two percent or less). Note, though, that as soon as tanp becomes "slightly"

smaller than one, these contributions become quickly more sizeable as table 1 shows. The

negativity property remains true not only for the maximal effects, but for all the explored range

of the parameters. Once again, SUSY contributions would enhance the effect of the MSM top,

exactly as in the case of Ap(O). The same remark also applies to the simpler case of extra

charged Higgses of non SUSY origin, already treated in the literature(23). As a consequence,

the MSSM effect on T can only be negative. On the contrary, the effect of a new Z1 can be

either negative or positive. However, a neet distinction between various model exists, that is

summarized in table 2 and is discussed in more detail in a previous reference^).

In conclusion, the observation of a meaningful deviation in the value of T would

certainly signal the presence of New Physics. If the deviation were positive, i.e. if the

experimental value were higher than the bound of eq.(8), the very likely interpretation would be

the presence of a new Z\ of a theoretical origin allowed by table 2 (e.g. Eg models of "r\" kind,

composite models of YL or Z* kind...). If the discrepancy were negative, more ambiguity

would remain and some extra measurements would be requested to clarify the situation.

A comparison of the features that characterise Rz and T indicates that T seems to

contain, potentially, more information than Rz. This qualitative feature would survive if the

measurements of both variables were in substantial agreement (within, say, one standard

deviation) with the MSM predicted bounds for Rz and T. Allowing, in fact, the top mass to

very up to ~ 200 GeV would produce no effect on Rz, but would decrease T from the bound

of eq.(8) down to a value of approximately 0.523.



This might allow, if the experimental value were "high" enough, to set strict upper

bounds on the top mass in the MSM (and, also, in an extended Standard Model with extra

contributions to Ap(O)), that should be confirmed by future searches of the top quark at pp

colliders.

Until now, our discussion has been rather qualitative. We conclude this paper by

presenting a more quantitative analysis. For this purpose, we first consider some recent

ALEPH1S published results^25), that give :

Rz(exp) = 21.41±0.71 (10)

and for the average leptonic width,
r e («P) = 83.9 ± 2.2GeV (11)

leading to the value :

TfexpU 0.545 ±0.035 (12)

As one sees from eqs. (10) and (12) the quoted experimental numbers are still not sufficiently

precise to allow definite conclusions to be drawn, apart from the fact that possible violations of

the theoretical bounds eq.(5) for Rz could only come from above, i.e. from a too high R^

value. Note, though, that in the next run at LEPl one should be able to measure Rz to a relative

accuracy of — two psrcents. This corresponds to an error of ~ ± 0.04 in Rz and of ~ ± 0.02 in

the variable T, whose error is dominated by that on Rz (26X At this level of accuracy, several

different results might already lead to rather exciting conclusions. We list in what follows two

specific illustrative examples, that would be consistent with the two results of eqs. (10) and

(12):

i) The experimental value of Rz is, to some confidence level (CL), "suitably" higher

than 21.00 ; then, to the same degree of CL and proportionally to the effect's size, one has

found evidence for New Physics (whose precise origin, as discussed above, is difficult to pin

down).

ii) The experimental value of T is (suitably) higher than 0,530 (at some CL) ; then, one

has found stringent evidence for the existence of a new Z'. predicted by the class of models

which give a positive contribution in table 2.

As a third case of potential interest, we quote the following possibility :

iii) The experimental value of T is no! violating the MSM upper bound eq.(8) ; quite

generally, it will then be possible to write :



T(exP) > 0.530-8.10-3

where Ô is a small, positive number.

In the MSM, it will then be allowed to turn a result like that of eq.(13) into a strict upper

bound for m^ In particular, one would have the relationship between values of 8 and upper

bounds on mt represented in table 3 (as one can easily verify from eqs.(6) and (7)).

Thus, values of 8 up to 4 i.e. mt £ 150 GeV would provide predictions directly suitable

in a next future at CDF, while values of 8 up to ~ 7 would still provide "meaningful" upper

bounds for the top mass(27). Note that, owing to the special properties of the Ap(0)-free

variable T, these bounds would also be valid in a generalized SM, with extra families or with

Higgses not belonging to an SU(2)L doublet or singlet in the spirit of ref.(27). Note, also, that

if the experimental result did npj violate the MSM bounds for Rz eq.(15), no bound for mt

would be derivable.

To summarize, we have shown that a high precision determination of the full hadronic,

of the leptonic widths and of their ratio, in particular a determination of the variable T eq.(2),

might lead in several cases to unambiguous and exciting conclusions. This fact justifies, we

believe, our attitude of considering the related, and highly non trivial, experimental efforts as,

indeed, "no-lose" measurements.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1 : Maximal values of -A s -A -A for the choice of parameters
bv bv(la) bv(lb)

given in eq.(9), for various values of tan|3. The two values (Ia), (Ib) correspond to the

separate contributions of the two sets of diagrams (Ia), (Ib) shown in Fig.l. We have

included, for completeness, the value tan{3 = 0.5, although this is theoretically disfavoured.

Table 2 : Sign of the effect on the variable T of a Z1 of several origins (Zv = ref. (15),

Y, Yi, Z* s ref. (16)) taken from ref. (24). The symbols (Tj) specify two typical different

possible subcases of the EO group.

Table 3 : Upper bound for mt at variable 8, eq. (13).

Fig. 1 : The set of considered diagrams (Ia), (Ib) contributing to the Zbb~ vertex. The

subset (Ia) also gives the result of an extra doublet with charged Higgses (ref. (23)).



tanp

bv(la)

bv(lb)

0.5

0.0216

0.0407

1

0.0054

0.0148

10

5.4 10-5

0.0060

Table 1

Z Model

Sign of the

effect on T

E6 L-R

<0

Zv

<0

Y

<0

YL

>0

Z*

>0

Table 2
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